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 In wireless sensor networks, the data transmission provides the source of the data and the 

details of the forwarding data for the data packet through the based station, to save the 

energy and maximize the bandwidth while data transmission, the data packet is 

compressed at every node using the arithmetic coding technique. The encoding and 

decoding techniques are utilized for providing the secured data transmission. In this 

paper, the proposed Unique Data Identification System (UDIS) is used to generate the 

data communication model for user based validation technique. The proposed approach 

is capable of proxy interpretation for enhancing the server to get the solution for user 

authentication issues and processing the requests from the user. The performance 

evaluation is conducted using the network simulator to increase the performance in terms 

of user load and response time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless sensor networks [1] contains the huge amount of 

low powered and randomly deployed nodes that are provided 

to gather the environmental information to detect the 

information through the base station (BS) with the wireless 

transmission [2]. The deployment of the amount of 

application like military monitoring and health based 

application [3]. The environmental and the huge amount of 

sensor types are utilized to produce the reliable 

communication [4]. The significant faults are reduced by 

removing the error information from the networks [5]. Figure 

1 demonstrates the wireless sensor network that consists of 2 

layers, layer 1 contains the group of sensor to produce the 

clustering and it is communicated to the layer 2 that consists 

of sensor nodes in a group these are connected with the base 

station to provide the secured and reliable data 

communication. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Wireless sensor network  

For providing the multi-hop transmission in wireless 

sensor network, the data provenance of every data packet 

generates the data attainment and the information are 

communicated to the base station [6]. It creates the 

information about the state that the data initiated to generate 

the operations that guarantees the trustworthiness of the 

sensor nodes [7]. Whenever the hops are increased to provide 

the active transmission, then the volume of the data packet 

increases rapidly [8]. The network has the resource oriented 

data packet transmission for the computational resource 

utilization and the nodes are randomly deployed in the 

network to have the capability for manipulation the large 

amount of data communication [9]. Normally, the sensor 

nodes store the battery energy whenever the energy is 

restricted [10]. The data communication is the important 

parameter for energy utilization to have the efficient capacity 

of communicating the data packets [11]. 

A chosen-cipher text attack (CCA) is a type of attack 

representation for computation that assembles data by 

preferring a cipher text and acquiring its decryption below an 

unidentified key [12]. For an opponent has a possibility to 

penetrate more recognized cipher texts into the scheme and 

attain the consequential plaintexts [13]. Since the members of 

data the challenger can endeavour to improve the unseen 

secret key utilized for cryptography [14]. A quantity of 

protected techniques could be conquered below chosen-

cipher text attack that is semantically protected below for 

active attack, but this type of semantic protection can be 

insignificantly overcome below a chosen-cipher text attack 

[15]. Untimely descriptions of RSA filling were susceptible 

to a complicated adaptive chosen-cipher text attack that 

exposed SSL session keys [16]. Chosen-cipher text attacks 

with insinuations for a number of self-synchronizing tributary 

ciphers [17]. Although a crypto scheme is susceptible to 
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chosen-cipher text attack, generators could be cautious to 

evade conditions wherein an opponent might be capable to 

decrypt chosen-ciphertext [18]. This can be additional 

complicated than it materializes, when partially-chosen-

ciphertext can authorize delicate attacks [19]. Furthermore, 

various cryptosystems utilize the similar method to mark 

communication [20]. This authorizes attacks that has hashing 

is not used on the significance to be signed [21]. An 

improved advancement is to utilize a cryptosystem that is 

definitely protected below chosen-cipher text attack [22]. 

The packet is having the secured provenance procedure 

that each node on packet routing path is appended to the 

array of fixed length with the group of hah functions [23]. 

The randomized information structure that supports quick 

membership functions having the positive values to illustrate 

the size of the array [24]. The probabilistic cooperation of the 

sensor nodes having the provenance with a group of data 

packets are communicated through the same path [25]. Hence 

the packets need to retrieve to the base station so that the 

decoded message could be communicated [26]. The size of 

the transmitted packet is limited to one packet that the 

highest amount of error while decoding the packet is 

compared with the other methods of wireless sensor network 

topology data [27]. The arithmetic coding related technique 

allocates a probability with combined value for every node 

with the used path for data transmission [28]. This method 

generates the probability for the beginning node with coding 

based interval to be communicated with the other adjacent 

packets [29]. Every node ID is recorded to provide the 

interval based arithmetic coding functionality. The data 

packet can be transmitted to the network path with the 

probability of the wireless sensor networks [30]. 

The redundancy reduction method might not reduce the 

redundancy absolutely because it is based on Huffman codes 

that cannot include the capability to covenant with codeword 

of incomplete value and it is embarrassed to produce 

codeword of essential extents [31]. Furthermore, the 

enhanced coding has forced further loads to evade situations. 

Dissimilar Arithmetic coding needs the ability of influencing 

codeword of partial extents. Additionally, it has magnetized 

the investigators in the recent days because it is additional 

dominant and supple than Arithmetic Coding [32]. 

Accordingly, an innovative method named Arithmetic-

Coding-built BR is implemented to determine the fault of 

HCBR by adjusting it to Arithmetic Coding. A hypothetical 

investigation demonstrates that ACBR accomplishes ideal 

while HCBR reaches ideal reprocessing simply in common 

precise cases. Consequently, considerably improved 

compression must be obtained by ACBR. The trouble is that 

it utilizes arbitrary-precision computations, this necessitate 

infinite sources [33]. Therefore, so as to profit from ACBR in 

observe, ACBR requires being modified so that it can 

execute finite-precision computations as an alternative of 

arbitrary-precision computations. This could construct it 

professionally appropriate on processors with predictable 

fixed-size registers.  

Conventionally, channel coding is executed individually 

after basis coding to defend the squashed bits beside channel 

noise though in the raucous wireless message environment, 

this conventional method could not guide dependable 

communication [34]. Consequently, the combined source-

channel coding method is a capable policy that endeavours at 

affording an enhanced communication routine than the 

conventional disconnect technique [35]. The combined 

method is understood by continuous decoding method, which 

permits the replacing of relative soft message within the 

source codes and the channel codes. Because various implied 

repentances might remain behind some source coding, it 

preserves to be engaged in the repeated decoding procedure 

to additional progress the general transmission routine [36].  

Binary arithmetic coding occupies respective partitioning 

the collection (0, 1) in harmony with the comparative 

possibilities of occurrence of the two input symbols [37]. The 

overall length inside the collection (0, 1) distributed to every 

representation is conserved; however, the conventional 

hypothesis that a distinct adjacent period is used for every 

representation is eliminated [38]. An input identified to 

together the encoder and decoder is exploited to illustrate 

everywhere the periods are “split” earlier to encoding every 

innovative symbol [39].  

Arithmetic coding recommends enormously elevated 

coding effectiveness; its diminutive or no safety measures as 

conventionally executed [40]. To develop a customized 

design that affords both encryption and compression. The 

categorization exploits an arithmetic coder wherein the 

largely duration surrounded by the collection [0, 1) 

developed to every symbol is conserved, but the conventional 

statement that a distinct adjacent period is exploited for every 

symbol is disconnected [41]. Furthermore, successions of 

transformations are practiced at the contribution and the 

production of the encoder [42]. The general scheme grants 

synchronized encryption and compression, through 

insignificant coding effectiveness penalty relative to a 

traditional arithmetic coder [43]. Intended for succession of 

sensible extent, the competence result for acquiring 

protection is insignificant [44]. The classification consists of 

an initial transformation movement used to the key 

progression, arithmetic coding by means of period splitting, 

and a next transformation movement used to the bits shaped 

by the coder [45]. An input progression is contribution to an 

input scheduler who in revolve affords key data to together 

transformation steps and to the period splitting arithmetic 

coder [46]. 

A procedure called renormalization maintains the 

restricted accuracy from flattering a boundary on the whole 

quantity of representations that must be encoded [47]. On 

every occasion, the assortment is abridged to the end where 

all significance in the assortment splits positive starting 

numbers and those numbers are delivered to the output [48]. 

For the numerous numbers of correctness the computer may 

hold, it is currently managing less than that, so the active 

numbers are transferred to the left side, and at the forward 

side, novel numbers are appended to enlarge the collection as 

extensively as feasible [49].  

The major contribution of the paper is 

✓ A key-based arithmetic coding technique is used 

to identify the chosen-cipher text attacks. 

✓ The unique data identification system identifies 

the anomaly detection through the signature 

generator technique. 

✓ The data communication has completed through 

UDIS system by identifying the invalidate 

requests. 

✓ The secure data query processing is implemented 

by the encryption and the decryption techniques. 

The remainder contents of paper are organized as section 2 

constructs the proposed system using arithmetic coding 

technique and the unique data identification system, section 3 
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implements the performance evaluation and finally, section 4 

describes the conclusion of the paper. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Chosen-cipher text attacks that the attacker discovers the 

cipher text to decrypt previously may not employ the 

consequential plaintexts to update their option for additional 

ciphertext. In a generated chosen-cipher text attack, the 

assailant constructs their cipher text preferences adaptively 

on the consequence of preceding decryptions. An adaptive 

chosen-cipher text attack (abbreviated as CCA2) is a 

generated format of chosen-cipher text attack for an attacker 

delivers a number of cipher texts to be decrypted, and then 

uses the results of these decryptions to cipher texts. It is to be 

renowned from an unresponsive chosen-cipher text attack 

(CCA1). Figure 2 demonstrates the procedure for 

establishing the arithmetic coding with the probability 

technique for the particular message. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Arithmetic coding procedure 

 

A key-based distance splitting arithmetic coder can be 

executed with performances close to those created in 

conventional arithmetic coding and preserve profit from the 

identical optimizations for hustle, restricted exactitude, etc. 

The major dissimilarity lies in the repetition of the quantity 

of periods, which two times the remembrance prerequisite as 

the superior and minor frontiers of two periods should be 

sustained. The quantity of impending split conditions is 

illustrated in ingredient by the exactitude of the solution. The 

solution should be created to openly recognize split 

conditions, or it must have the orientation locations in a table 

known to together the encoder and decoder. Figure 3 

demonstrates the structure of the UDIS. 

The splitting constructs encryption, the stage of which is 

an occupation of the explicit characteristics of the solution 

and the encoded progression. The objective of this attack is to 

steadily expose data about an encrypted communication, or 

concerning the security. For public-key systems, adaptive-

chosen-cipher texts are generally applicable only when they 

have the possessions of cipher text flexibility that is, a cipher 

text can be customized in detailed ways that will encompass 

an expected result on the decryption of that message. The 

attack is totally flourishing if the equivalent plaintexts can be 

construed to acquire some data at all about the fundamental 

plaintext is stationary measured an attainment.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Structure of UDIS 

 

Figure 4 demonstrates the Data communication through 

UDIS. The total amount of clients can forward the request 

and the responses have received for every request before the 

expiry time to identify the invalidate requests by the proxy 

server. The handle is capable of checking the ID with the 

training set provides the previous data history, the latest 

request is in the queue to discard the invalid requests. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Data communication through UDIS 

 

A cluster signature is a technique that permits a component 

of a set of secretly indication a communication on behalf of 

the collection. At this point it is recognized that the sign is 

completed by an element of that group but could not 

recognize the entity member. This system has a group 

manager who is responsible for adding all other members in 

the group. Besides the group manager has the capability to 

expose the security and Figure 5 demonstrates the Session 
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handler procedure. The data can be uploaded or downloaded 

from the server by the user; the initial process is to provide 

the request re-shaper, the user generates the request, it is 

divided into several parts for uploading or downloading. 

After receiving the data, the proxy server has stopped the 

process to enhance the authentication. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Session handler procedure  

 

For example, if an opponent is to transfer ciphertext 

endlessly to uphold traffic flow safety, it would be extremely 

helpful to be capable to differentiate authentic messages from 

empty values. For the construction of the network, the nodes 

are shifting from one place to another place. The nodes 

cannot rely on any infrastructure-based centralized network. 

Best possible paths differ significantly as a result of altering 

network topology. In this category of networks the link 

breakdown is extensive. So, it necessitates focused routing 

protocol. The reasons of link breakdown and mobile node 

failures are due to the infrastructure of the mobile nodes and 

the aggressive inadequate surroundings. A simple security 

related security model has been implemented that achieves 

the assessment between routing protocol and optimized 

security model with similar parameters of performance 

metrics. Both are network proactive routing protocols. The 

route to an explicit destination is instantly accessible. 

Optimized security model has organized over the routing 

interchanges since it continues just the direct packets of the 

network that needs to continue the message communication 

with Topology organization. In static routing system, the 

routing algorithm encompasses highest bit rate compared to 

optimized security model. Optimized security model has 

lower bit rate due to radio abnormality. In source touching 

network where there be no routes followed by optimized 

security model could work superior than other related 

methods. Here, optimized security model must safeguard the 

packets within the node relatively than reducing packets. This 

methodology separates the information regarding the 

optimum path between the network nodes for communication 

and intermediate nodes. In this technique throughout the 

situation is used to eliminate the unwanted nodes in the 

network. The explanation was that the paths are 

unpredictable, breakdown of the path are short-term whereas 

the authentic node is still energetic and this technique has 

huge energy utilization. 

ID-based encryption is a kind of public key-based 

encryption model of a system is several exclusive data 

regarding the uniqueness of the user. Distinctiveness-related 

scheme permits any user to produce a public key starting a 

recognized distinctiveness model like ASCII characters. A 

confidential user described the Private Key Generator that 

creates the equivalent personal keys. To manage the Private 

Key Generator initially distributes a functional kind of keys. 

Granting the master key to the other user can calculate a 

public key equivalent to the distinctiveness ID by appending 

functional public key with the unique value. Figure 6 

illustrates the user profile creation. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. User profile creation 

 

Unspecified routing schemes supply privacy preserving at 

dissimilar cost. It uses key related technique to attain 

obscurity and link ability failures that uses network routing 

where the data communication will be done using the packets 

were modified using the encryption technique further more 

time and the data is transmitted from source to the destination. 

It also produces some key pair or public/private keys to split 

the links among the packets transmission. It accomplishes 

link ability failures within the specified packets. It attains 

routing secrecy that the packets were captioned publicly so 

the kind of the packet was noticeable by the invaders.  

The security related autonomous routing has been used the 

specific key pairs of public/private keys, it guarantees 

privacy in communications. The improved technique has the 

tiny size data packet named TAG was contained through the 

data packets throughout communication. All the mobile 

nodes can decrypt with decryption technique that uses TAG; 

if successful, and then it must decrypt the entire data from the 

packet, it guarantees the similarity privacy and data security. 

The invention of key pair for every RREQ in the network is 

costly. With all probable key pairs the communication needs 

to be decrypted since there is no links within the RREQ 

packets and RREP packets. The security related reliable data 

communication has been provided the disseminated routing 

which guarantees protection, secrecy, and high reliability. 

Here, path composition is recognized without endangering 

the ambiguity belongings. It utilizes lengthy for autonomous 

intermediate network-based transmission models. 

A secure dynamic routing method distributes the secret 

key through the active network nodes. After distributing that 

secret key to the users, it utilizes that key to produce a 

trapdoor dynamic routing to broadcast the secured 

information. This technique realizes tough protection and 

secrecy protection. This technique has excellent reliability. 

The location related secured routing technique attains privacy 

and safety by building a position based on mysterious routing 

functionality. This technique applies the cluster signature and 

estimate aligned with routing overload and permits the source 

to identify the destination range and determine numerous 
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recipient nodes in that network and also reveals smallest 

amount of topology for privacy pleasant and Figure 7 

demonstrates the Data query processing. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Data query processing 

 

The encryption process is demonstrated as follows: 

(1). The numbers are to be sure with in 100. Now the 

integers are converted into two characters and then into two 

integers. 

(2). Using that two integers as an index, refer the symbol 

in the matrix. A new symbol will be obtained. 

(3). Then the index will be reversed; row as column and 

column as row. Again referring the matrix, a new symbol 

will be yield. 

(4). Combined the symbols obtained in 2nd and 3rd step to 

get a new Composite symbol. The Encryption process is 

described in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Encryption 

 

After performing the Encryption process, the 

comprehension process is demonstrated as 

(1). The binary value after obtained is converted in to 

Decimal values. 

(2). Then the decimal value is recursively divided by the 

value 2 until answer below 2. 

(3). If the value gets above 1 and below 2. At last append a 

bit 1 to indicate to subtract the number by 1. 

(4). The output obtained is compressed one which should 

be between 0 and 1. The Comprehension process is described 

in Figure 9. 

 
 

Figure 9. Comprehension 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Inverse comprehension 

 

The Inverse Comprehensive is used to check the last bit 

after completing the encryption and comprehension process. 

(1). Check if the last bit if it is 1, then add the output with 

1. 

(2). Else recursively multiply the value with 2 until the 

answer is obtained. 

(3). Then convert the value into its decimal form. 

(4). Then convert the decimal value into its binary form.  

The Inverse Compression is described in Figure 10, 

Decryption process is described in Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Decryption 

 

The Matrix Formation is performed after the decryption 

process is successfully completed. The entire process is 

demonstrated as: 

(1). The first row of the matrix will be filled by the 

symbols except the symbols produced in the generated key. 

(2). The second row of the matrix will be filled by the 

symbols except the symbols produced in the generated key 

and symbols present in the first row. 

(3). Repeat the 4th step till the ninth row is filled. Fill the 
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last row with a key in shuffled way in order to crosscheck the 

key in receiver side. 

(4). The Matrix Formation is described in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Matrix formation 

 

The arithmetic coding based authentication for providing 

security for the proposed unique data identification system is 

having the optimized function in Eq. (1) 

 

𝛼 =  ∑ 𝛽𝑖(𝑥)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (1) 

 

The multiplication value is computed using Eq. (2) 

 

𝛾𝑖 =
𝛼

|𝑥𝑖|2
 (2) 

 

The receiver side authentication is computed using Eq. (3) 

 

𝛾𝑦 =  𝛼2 + ∑ 𝛾𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

|𝑥𝑖|
2 (3) 

 

 

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

The performance evaluation is conducted using the 

network simulator NS2 in secured data transmission in 

wireless sensor networks. The communication range for 

conducting the simulation is 500 m range. The proposed 

method is compared with the relevant techniques of SAC [7], 

SDPCAC [11] and TAG [12].  

 

Table 1. Performance comparison based on time 

 

 

Table 1 demonstrates the comparison result according to 

the time parameter that the request time, mean time, security 

time and response time is generated with the proposed 

technique. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of UDIS with existing technique 

 

 

Table 2 demonstrates the comparison of UDIS with the 

existing technique with respect to the data size and the result 

proves that the UDIS has improved performance. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Performance comparison based on time 

 

Figure 13 demonstrates the performance comparison 

according to the time with respect to the data size that the 

different kinds of time are analyzed for the proposed UDIS 

technique such as the request time, response time, mean time 

and security time. Figure 14 illustrates the data size in spite 

of time to analyze the performance of the proposed technique. 

Figure 15 demonstrates Comparative performances of UDIS 

which is compared with the existing techniques. The 

performance results prove that the proposed UDIS has the 

improved performance in terms of user load. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Performance comparison of data size with time 

 

Data  

Size 

Request 

Time 

Response 

Time 

Mean  

Time 

Security 

Time 

50 2 5 3 3 

100 4 10 8 6 

150 8 15 13 11 

200 12 20 18 15 

250 14 25 23 20 

300 18 30 28 23 

350 21 35 33 28 

400 28 40 38 32 

450 32 45 43 35 

500 40 50 48 38 

Data Size 
Total time 

SDPCAC TAG SAC UDIS 

50 10 15 17 8 

100 17 21 24 15 

150 24 27 29 21 

200 29 33 35 27 

250 35 39 42 33 

300 42 44 46 39 

350 46 48 50 44 

400 50 52 54 48 

450 54 55 57 52 

500 57 60 62 55 
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Figure 16 demonstrates the percentage of transmission rate 

for the proposed UDIS technique compared with the relevant 

methods and the simulation result shows that the proposed 

method has the increased amount of transmission rate. Figure 

17 illustrates the packets lost while providing the data 

tranmsission in the wireless sensor networks and the result 

shows that the proposed UDIS technique has the minimized 

packets lost compared to the relevant techniques. 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Performance comparison between existing and 

UDIS 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Transmission rate 

 

 
 

Figure 17. Packets lost 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In a large scale wireless sensor networks, the cluster based 

arithmetic coding technique and the unique data 

identification system is implemented successfully for reliable 

data transmission. The proposed technique is performed well 

for creating the encoding and the decoding methods and 

implements the secured data transmission through the base 

station. The simulation results proved that the proposed 

technique has the improved amount of efficiency compared 

with the relevant techniques. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

α encryption value 

βi arithmetic coding parameter 

x optimized value 

N number of user loads 

γi multiplication value 

γy receiver side value 
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